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NONEXISTENCE THEOREMS OF HIGHER ORDER

IMMERSIONS OF DOLD MANIFOLDS

TEIICHI KOBAYASHI1

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to improve partially the nonexistence

theorems of J. J. Ucci and W.-L. Ting on immersions of Dold manifolds in

Euclidean spaces.

1. Introduction. Since W. F. Pohl [7] and E. A. Feldman [1], [2] have investigated

differential geometry of higher order, several authors have been studying higher

order nonsingular immersions of manifolds (cf. [3], [5], [6], [8]-[10] etc.). W.-L. Ting

[10] employs y-operations and characteristic classes to prove a nonexistence theo-

rem of higher order nonsingular immersions of Dold manifolds. The purpose of

this paper is to prove other nonexistence theorems of higher order nonsingular

immersions of Dold manifolds in Euclidean spaces using homological properties of

stunted projective spaces. Our method can be used to obtain nonexistence theo-

rems of higher order nonsingular immersions of lens spaces in Euclidean spaces [4].

2. Notations and theorems. Let m and n he integers and p be a positive integer.

Define integers A and B as follows:

A=A(m,n,P)=      2      (" + P ~ \ ~ l )(>" + « + '),
0<oddi<^\ P ~ ' y ' '

B = B(m,n,p)=       2       (" +P " ! " 'V" + f + '\
0<eveni<p\ P ~ ' /v ' '

where (mf) = (m + n)\/m\n\. For example, A(m, n, 1) = m + n + 1, B(m, n, 1)

= n, A(m, n, 2) = n(m + n + 1), B(m, n, 2) = (n2+1) + (m+2,+2). Notice that A +

B = (m+2n+p\

For integers / and m with I < m, <b(m, I) denotes the number of integers s such

that I <s < m and s = 0, I, 2, or 4 mod 8. For the fixed m, we set

0(0 = 4>(m, I - e),       *(l) -[(«-/+ e')/2],

where e = 0 or 1 according as / = 0 or ¿0 mod 4, and e' = 0 or 1 according as

/ = 0 or ^0 mod 2. Here [k] denotes the integral part of k. Let Ç^ (or (f p)

denote existence (or nonexistence) of a pth order nonsingular immersion. In case

p = 1, we write simply E (or <£ ) instead of Ç, (or f£ ,).
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Now we are ready to state our theorems. Let Pirn, n) be the (m + 2«)-

dimensional Dold manifold of type («t, «) (cf. [11]).

Theorem 1. Let N be an integer satisfying the following:

(m + 2pn+P))<N<(m + 2pn+p)-l + m,       (*-*+1)*0mod2.

Moreover, suppose that one of the next two conditions holds:

(i) A = 0 mod 2, and 5é 0 mod ^-a-b+d-i^

(ii) A = 0 mod 8, and sé 0 mod 2*iN~A ~B+X)~ '.

Then P(m,n) <tpRN.

Theorem 2. Let N be an integer satisfying the following:

(" + *+*)-i —<»<(" + *+*)-*     (¿^omcn.

Moreover, suppose that one of the next two conditions holds:

(i) A = 0 mod 2, and sé 0 mod 2*<A+B~N~ »" \

(ü)/í =0mod8,a«rf2=0mod2,(>(/,+B-"-1)-1.

Then P(m,n) <tpRN.

We give some examples to show that, in certain cases, our theorems contain

sharper nonimmersion results than theorems obtained by means of Stiefel-Whitney

classes and y-operations.

Let (m, n) = (30, 1), (28, 3) or (24, 7). Then the total Stiefel-Whitney class of

P(«i, «) is equal to 1 (cf. [11, Corollary 3.4]), and this gives no information. By

y-operations [11, Theorem 2.12], we see P(30, 1) $ 7*41, P(28, 3) £ R43, P(24, 7) $

R45. On the other hand, we have, by Theorem 1, P(30, 1) $ 7?49, P(28, 3) £ R5\

P(24, 7) £R55.

The total Stiefel-Whitney class of the second order tangent bundle of P(m, n) is

equal to 1 (cf. [10, p. 199]), and this gives no information. By y-operations [10,

Corollary 4], we see P(30, 1) $ 2R560+k, -9 < k < 9; P(28, 3) $ 2R629+k, -8 < k

< 8; P(24, 7) £ 2R719+k, -6 < k < 6. On the other hand, we have, by Theorems 1

and 2, P(30, 1) £2R560+k, -17 < k < 17; P(28, 3) $ 2R629+k, -17 < k < 17;

P(24, 7) £27<779+*, -11 < k < 11.

3. Preliminaries. Let rp(M") be thepth order tangent bundle of M". Then rp(M")

is a smooth vector bundle of dimension v(n,p) = ("pp)-l. According to [2, I,

Proposition 8.4] the following holds.

Proposition (3.1) (Feldman). Suppose M" GpRN. (1) If N > v{n,p), then there

is an (A/ — vin, p))-vector bundle a over M" such that Tp(M") © a = N, where ©

denotes the Whitney sum. (2) If N < v(n,p), then there is a (v(n,p) — N)-vector

bundle ß over M" such that rp(M") = ß © N.

Let RPm denote the real projective w-space, i: RPm (= P(«j, 0)) -► P(«t, «) be

the natural inclusion, and i be the canonical line bundle over T?Pm. W.-L. Ting

obtains in [10, Theorem 4] the following formula from [11, Theorem 1.5] and [8,

Lemma 2.2].
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Theorem (3.2) (Ting). i*rp(P(m, n)) = At + B - 1 G KO(RPm).

In [3, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2] we have the following two results.

Lemma (3.3). Let I be an integer with 0 < / < m. Suppose that ('j*)ïO mod 2. If

the vector bundle (I + k)t has k independent cross-sections, then the stunted projective

spaces RPm/RP'~ ' and RP">+k^Rpi-i+k are mod 2 S-related. (Here two spaces Y

and Z are said to be mod 2 S-related if for some nonnegative integers r and t there is

a map SrY -+ S'Z which induces isomorphisms of all homology groups with Z2-coeffi-

cients.)

Lemma (3.4). Let k be an integer such that k = 0 mod 8. // RPm/RP'~x and

Rpm+k/Rpi-i+k are mod 2 s-related, then k = 0 mod 2*0-1.

Using ^-theory in place of KO-theory in the proof of (3.4), we obtain the

following.

Lemma (3.5). Let k be even. If RPm/RP'-1 and RPm+k/RP!-1+* are mod 2

S-related, then k = 0 mod 2W)-X.

4. Proofs of theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. Under the assumption of the theorem, suppose that

P(m, n) EpRN. Since

v(m + 2/1, p) < N,

by (3.1)(1) there is an (N - v(m + 2/j, />))-vector bundle a over P(m, n) such that

Tp(P(m, n)) © a = N. For the inclusion i: RPm -* P(m, n), we have i*rp(P(m, n))

© i*o = AT. Combining this equality with (3.2), it holds that At © i*a = N - B

+ I, since N — B + I > m. Multiplying both sides by t and taking account of the

fact that t2 = 1, we have A © (i*a) <8> t = (N ~ B + 1)£. It follows from the first

part of the assumption that (3.3) is applicable to the vector bundle (N — B + 1)|.

Therefore, if A is even, then A = 0 mod 2HN-A-B+X)-X by (3.5), and if A = 0

mod 8, then A = 0 mod 2^N~A~B+X)~X by (3.4). This contradicts the second part

of the assumption.

Proof of Theorem 2. Under the assumption of the theorem, suppose that

P(m, n) EpRN. Since v(m + 2n,p) > N, by (3.1)(2) there is a (v(m + 2n,p) - Ny

vector bundle ß over P(m, n) such that rp(P(m, n)) = ß © N. Therefore we obtain

At = i*ß © (N - B + 1) from (3.2), since A > m. Multiplying both sides by &

and then considering the equality Lt = L in KO(RPm) for some large integer L,

we obtain (L - N + B - l)t = (i*ß) ® t © (E - A). But we have, for suitably

chosen L,

Thus we can apply (3.3) to the bundle (L — N + B - l)t, as desired.
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